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Costs More Than You Can Pay 
vs 1 - Go Talk to My Boy 
God sent Nathan and give him a bitter pill of correction.  God does not correct David with a level of 
anger, but of reproof.  He starts by telling a story and uses a softer method to which David will more 
easily relate.  When we have to correct or even converse with our brothers it is wise to consider what 
method will work.  It is wise to consider whether or not what we will say and how we will say it actually 
bring about reconciliation and restoration as opposed to simply being right or correcting.  Of what use is 
correction or wisdom if it is not received? 

vs 2 -4 - I Want It All 
The rich man had everything. The poor had little, but what he had, he cherished.  It was precious to 
him.  The rich man "could not bring himself" to part with any of what he had.  There was a conflict 
because he knew what was right to do, but could not do it. Moreover, the rich man did not ask, he took 
from the poor man. 
Why was it so difficult for the rich man to part with his wealth? 
Confronted with what we know God wants or requires from us and what we want to do, why do we 
choose the wrong thing? 
What is revealed about the rich mans motivation and character? 

vs 5-6 A Righteous heart 
David responds righteously upon hearing this story.  Though he has sinned, David's heart knew what was 
right and what was wrong.  At his core, he knew what God required and desired to fulfill it 

Vs 7-9 David and Michael Jackson 
David took this story to be real and responds as a righteous king should.  David did not realize that this 
story was about the man in the mirror. Nathan reveals to David that he is the rich man in the story.  He 
then states God's case against him.  Today, this of address usually happens through the aid of the Holy 
Spirit. 
How good are you at hearing or being open to Holy Spirit telling you something? Have you become able 
to hear the voice of the Holy Spirit over your won thoughts in difficult situations? 

Vs 10-12 Punishment Fit for a King 
For such a thing as what David has done, God does not strip the kingdom from Him  There is a 
punishment for his behavior.  Things will be difficult for David.  David was not punished just for 
punishment's sake but to correct a behavior that needed correction.  David had a problem with women.  
God intended to correct this.   Romans 11:29 says that God does not change His mind about whom He 
chooses and blesses.  Though David messed up badly, the path of reconciliation was not closed.  This is 
of great hope for us. 
 Do you consider God's feelings in your sin? 

Vs 13 - A Righteous Response 
Once David realizes that God is now directly acting and responding to this break in relationship and total 
violation of obedience and trust, he responds in the way he should.  He responds with total contrition 
and contrition where it belonged.  David had wronged Bathsheba in that he approached her and created 



a situation.   Above all else, he wronged God. We should be careful to remember that in our sin, it is God 
first and foremost who is aggrieved.  Others may also be aggrieved, but the first relationship we must 
take care of is with God. Forgiveness does not take away consequence nor punishment.  Better to face 
correction here than punishment in eternity. 
Do you consider that you have aggrieved God as you aggrieve man? 

vs 14 and 15 
David's sin not only aggrieved God, but also gave the enemies of God reason to speak ill of the Lord.  
Here stood God's appointed in sin and awful judgement.  This activities were not the activities of God's 
man.  This is another reason that our behavior and our sin matters.   It is the affect of the whole thing on 
God's greater mission.  This should give us great reason for concern when it comes to our behavior.  We 
are God's representative. 

vs 16-18 -  
David messed up and he prayed hard.  An innocent child would be killed as a result of his action.  He 
prayed and did all the right stuff.  Prayer and fasting however are not tools to try to get our way.  It does 
not work here either  Nonetheless t is always good for us to return to the right practices of God because 
Godly behavior is always useful and good for us. 

vs 19 -24 A Lesson Learned 
At his point, David realizes that his son is dead.  God has meted out his sentence.  David's request was 
denied and rather turn angry, he picks himself up and returns to Godly behavior.  He surely prayed 
hard.  He surely pleaded hard, so much so that his servants were afraid to tell him the news of his son.   
David accepts what has happened and moves on with Godly worship. 
What is our response to God's punishment? Is it anger, pouting or acceptance and learning? 

vs 24-25 Honor 
Though David messed up he tried to continue to make things right.  He kept Bathsheba as his wife and 
went to comfort her.  David learned his lesson and tried to clean up his mess.  As a result, God gave him 
another son who we know to be Solomon.  In all David had been through in punishment, he did not get 
angry with God, but rather turned back to Him.  God honored that reconciliation. The punishment had 
worked and we do not see David commit adultery again.  

vs 26-31 
This chapter ends with a seemingly odd thing, a battle.  Joab has been battling the Ammonites and now 
is ready to claim final victory.  While David has been in Jerusalem, his place was leading the people and 
men in battle.  Having reconciled with God, he is now ready to return.  He gathers the people and gets 
back to business as the leader of God's people. 
 
This is a chapter about doing the wrong thing and how we respond,.  It is about God's love through 
correction and the Godly response to it.  We learn about the right way to correct, the effect of our sin on 
others and that it is reconciliation that God extends to us as the aggrieved and the reconciliation we 
should seek with others. 

 


